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ABSTRACT 

This project may be an internet primarily based “VIRTUAL HERBAL BEAUTIGENICS 

SHOPPING PORTAL” for associate existing look. The project objective is to deliver the web 

looking application into java platform. The front end of this website is PHP and back end is My 

SQL. This website helps Botany department to sell their flavouring beauty product through on-

line. Thus, the client can get the service of on-line looking and residential delivery from their 

favorite flavouring look and additionally our flavouring product. The goal of this application is 

to make the users purchase from their own place. The system would be straightforward to use 

and thus create the flavouring looking expertise pleasant for the users. The user will enter the 

mail associated secret and might produce an account. It's helpful wherever the client will 

directly get the product from home via web on mobile or system. At the time of checkout the 

user has to produce their residential address and complete their transaction. The application 

is hosted on the online and therefore the administrator maintains the information. 
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SYSTEM SPECIFICATION 

HARDWARE SPECIFICATION 

 Processor         : AMD C-60 APU with RADEON(tm) HD Graphics 

 RAM   : 4GB  

 

SOFTWARE SPECIFICATION 

 Operating system    : Windows 10 

 Front End               :  PHP with HTML/CSS 

 Back End               : My SQL 

 Server                     : Wamp server 
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SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION 

FRONT END 

The Software used for this project is “PHP”. PHP is an HTML embedded scripting language 

.The goal of this language is to allow web developers to write dynamically generated pages 

quickly. PHP generally runs on a web server. PHP acts as a filter, taking input from a file or 

stream. PHP is transforming into a modern scripting language with helpful features like 

namespaces, traits, closures and built in op code cache. Modern php is our guide to the new 

PHP, and it will show you how to build and deploy PHP applications using community 

standards, good practices and interoperable components [3] 

 

JAVASCRIPT- It is a scripting language designed to interact with web pages and is made up of 

the following three distinct parts BCMA Script, The Document Object Model(DOM), The 

Browser Object Model(BOM) [5] 

 

HTML  -  Hypertext Markup Language is the standard markup language for creating web pages 

and web applications. HTML elements are the building blocks of the HTML pages.HTML 

provides a means to create structure documents by denoting structural semantic for text such 

as headings, paragraphs, lists, links, quotes and other items. HTML is a Descriptive Structural 

Lanuage. HTML requires no compiler, simply good programming text editor, many of which 

are open source free downloads [2] 

 

CSS  -  Cascading sheets could be a vogue sheet language used for describing presentation of a 

document written in terminology like HTML.CSS is intended to alter the separation of 

presentation and content, together with layout, Colors and fonts. The combination of HTML 4 

and Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) separates the information on a Web page from the stylistic 

instructions. Paradoxically, this gives the author a greater ability to set a consistent style for a 

Web site. This article presents illustrative examples of very basic uses of CSS. [1] 

 

BACK END  

The package used because the backside, that's the storage section is MySQL. The Structured 

source language could be a very hip info language and its standardization makes it quite 

straight forward to store, update and access information. One amongst the foremost powerful 

SQL servers out there is known as MySQL. MySQL could be an electronic information service 

Management System. Although there are many other databases technologies besides MySQL. 

The development of the current database technology cannot be separated from the database 

technology created by My SQL [4] 

 

SYSTEM ANALYSIS 

EXISTING SYSTEM 

The large volume of knowledge must be handled with relevant varied transactions. A variety of 

documents is to be named to access any info concerning any seasoner merchandise loads of 

validation work is to be done. These processes are long and tedious. Any changes created at any 

purpose got to be incorporated with the total system and are extremely cumbersome. getting 
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ready any seasoner product catalog comparison report is the most discouraging task. In the 

existing system, all activities are administered manually. day-after-day Work is managed 

manually to view a selected product info or product worth, technology, options and merchandise 

specification info we want to travel through all the information entered and look at the main 

points that consume time. 

 

DRAW BACKS  

 Retrieval of knowledge from completely different sources is tough. 

 Less Security.  

 Slow process.  

 Time is intense.  

 Restricting their seasoner search in a very explicit space solely limits the choice.  

 Need to browse for variety of merchandise brands and their options.  

 Need to browse the range of seasoner merchandise and outline.  

 Individual client directed.  

In order to beat these hurdles, the subsequent software package is projected. 

 

PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In the fashionable state of affairs, this project is accelerated by virtue of its excellence. 

something and everything want time management, accuracy with correct care. The effective 

utilization of the obtainable resources, temporal arrangement and desires are aforesaid to be 

happy. The flexibleness of the computer code is employed to facilitate the client. so as to 

accelerate the service, the advancement is existed. By victimisation this computer code, a client 

will order the products through the system and United Nations agency might not have an 

interest in going for looking at stores. This computer code is to supply needs of the user to get 

on a simple method. There ar several facilities, that embody in our planned system as numerous 

mobile comparison, read their designated mobile compare with alternative designated mobile 

options, simply read the worth and specification of the mobile. in commission of this project, 

they will simply place on-line order, simple getting and fast delivery. The planned system will 

overcome the majority of the drawbacks of existing system solely attested users will access the 

computer code. It has several blessings. Some vital blessings are given below. 

  

BENEFITS 

 Facility to match worth, technology and specifications in numerous models. 

 Customers will simply purchase in their mobile among their budget.  

 Searches facilities and worth from additional corporations and makes.  

 Reduces the arduous search method and buying time.  

 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

MODULE DESCRIPTION 

The system when careful analysis has been known to be conferred with the subsequent modules 

and roles. 

 The modules concerned are: 
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 Administrator 

 Users 

 

ADMINISTRATOR  

The administrator manages this application. solely admin have access into this admin page. 

Admin is also the owner of the look. The administrator has all the knowledge regarding all the 

users and regarding all product. 

This module is split into totally different sub-modules. 

 Manage product  

 Manage Users  

 Manage Orders 

 

MANAGE PRODUCTS 

Add product 

The go-cart project contains totally different reasonably product. The product may be classified 

into totally different classes by name. Admin will add new product into the present system with 

all its details as well as a picture. 

 

Delete Product 

Administrator will delete the product supported the stock of that exact product 

 

Search product 

Admin can have a listing read of all the present product. He may also explore for a specific 

product by name. 

 

MANAGE USERS 

View Users  

The admin can have a listing read of all the users registered within the system. Admin will 

read all the small print of every user within the list except arcanum. 

 

Add Users  

Admin has privileges to feature a user directly by providing the small print. 

 

Delete & Block Users 

Administrator contains a right to delete or block a user. The default standing of a brand new 

user registered is about as blocked. The admin should settle for the new user by unblocking 

him. 

 

USER MODULE 

Registration      

A new user can ought to register within the system by providing essential details so as to look 

at the merchandise within the system. The admin should settle for a replacement user by 

unblocking him. 
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Login 

A user should login with user’s name and parole to the system when registration 

 

View product  

User will read the list of merchandise supported their names when sure-fire login. a close 

description of a specific product with product name, merchandise details, product image, worth 

will be viewed by users. 

 

Search Product 

Users will rummage around for a specific product within the list by name. 

 

Add to cart 

The user will add the specified product into his cart by clicking boost cart choice on the 

merchandise. He will read his cart by read cart. All merchandise additional by cart will be 

viewed within the cart. User will take away associate item from the cart by clicking take away. 

 

Submit Cart 

After confirming the things within the cart, the user will submit the cart by providing a delivery 

address. On sure-fire submitting the cart can become empty. 

 

Edit Profile 

The user will read and edit the profile. 

 

MANAGE ORDERS 

Delete Order  

Administrator includes a right to delete order placed by the registered user.  

 

Track Order 

 Administrator will track the order by the order id and registered E-mail of the user. 

 

Check Convenience 

Administrator has the privilege to envision the stock convenience of the merchandise 

 

SYSTEM DESIGN 

INPUT DESIGN 

Input design is the link that ties the data system into the planet of its users. The input style 

involves determinant the inputs, substantiating the info, minimizing the info entry and 

providing a multi-user facility. Inaccurate inputs are the foremost common reason behind 

errors in processing. Errors entered by the info entry operators will be controlled by input style. 

The user-originated inputs are born-again to a computer-based format within the input style. 

Information, input file, computer file are collected and arranged into teams of comparable data. 

Once known, the suitable input media are designated for the process. All the information, input 

file, computer file are valid and if any data violates any conditions, the user is warned by a 
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message. If the info satisfies all the conditions, it's transferred to the suitable tables within the 

info. During this project the scholar details are to be entered at the time of registration. A page 

is meant for this purpose that is user friendly and straightforward to use. The look is finished 

such users get acceptable messages once exceptions occur. 

 

OUTPUT DESIGN 

Computer output is the most significant and direct supply of data to the user. Output style may 

be an important part since the output must be in an associate degree economical manner. An 

economical and intelligible output style improves the system relationship with the user and helps 

in higher cognitive processes. 

 

SYSTEM TESTING 

TESTING 

System style is the answer for the creation of a brand new system. This part focuses on the 

elaborated implementation of the possible system. It stresses on translating style. Specifications 

to performance specification. System style has 2 parts of development: logical style Physical style 

throughout the logical style phase the analyst describes inputs (sources), outputs(destinations), 

databases (data sores) and procedures (data flows) in a format that meets the user needs. The 

analyst conjointly specifies the wants of the user at grade that nearly determines the {data} flow 

in and out of the system and therefore the data resources. Here the logical style is finished 

through information flow diagrams and information style. The physical style is followed by 

physical style or secret writing. Physical style produces the operating system by processing the 

planning specifications, that specify precisely what the candidate system should do. The 

programmers write the required programs that settle for input from the user, perform necessary 

processes on accepted information and manufacture the desired report on a tough copy or show 

it on the screen. 

 

UNIT TESTING  

The first take a look at within the development method is that the unit takes a look at. The 

source code is often divided into modules, that successively square measure divided into smaller 

units referred to as units. These units have specific behavior. The take a look at done on these 

units of code is named unit take a look at. Unit take a look at depends upon the language on 

which the project is developed. Unit tests make sure that every distinctive path of the web site 

performs accurately to the documented specifications and contains clearly outlined inputs and 

expected results. 

 

INTEGRATION TESTING 

Testing is that modules square measure combined and tested as a gaggle. Modules square 

measure usually code modules, individual applications, supply and destination applications on 

a network, etc. Testing once the merchandise is code complete. Betas square measure typically 

cosmopolitan or perhaps distributed to the general public at giant in hopes that they're going to 

get the ultimate product once it's unleashed. 
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CONCLUSION 

The project entitled Virtual flavouring Beautigenics searching system was completed with 

success. This web site primarily aims at commercialism flavouring merchandise for buying 

things from a store through on-line. The whole system is secured. This project has given us nice 

satisfaction in having designed associate application which might be enforced to any close outlets 

or branded outlets commercialism numerous sorts of merchandise by easy modifications. there's 

scope for any development in our project to a good extent. Variety of options will be 

supplementary to the present system in future. 
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